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Thomas W. Waun
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I hope everyone enjoyed their recent Holidays. Many of you
 have set goals for your law practices in
 the upcoming year.Our Council also
 has set some goals as well andI want
 toshare one with you.

One of the Council's functions is to
 participate in the legislative process
 when issues involving our section are
 involved. An issue that the Council has
 unanimously agreed to address this year involves case
 solicitation by "cappers" or "runners" through access to and
 use of police reports. An excellent article on this issue was
 written by Carol Lundberg entitled "Ambulance Chasing" In
 The Digital Age, in the 6/1/12 edition of Michigan Lawyer's
 Weekly. It can be found by searching "Michigan Lawyer's
 Weekly Ambulance Chasing"

Read Article Below

Justice-Elect Bridget Mary McCormack 4th Annual Hon.
 Kaye Tertzag Tribute Dinner

The 2013 recipient of the Purple Sport Coat Award is
 Michigan Supreme Court Justice-Elect Bridget Mary
 McCormack. The Honorable David J. Allen will present the
 award. All are confident that Judge Tertzag is pleased that
 that his name will honor such an accomplished legal
 scholar, a defender of the innocent and domestic violence,
 and now a Michigan Supreme Court Justice. We're also
 confident Kaye is looking down with that infamous smile
 knowing that Justice Zahra, his long time friend, and who
 served with him on the Wayne County Circuit Court, will be
 the keynote speaker.

As those of you that attended the first three dinners know,
 this annual event is a refreshing break from the usual
 political event. There is no politics, just attorneys and
 friends of all political views coming together to honor what is
 best about and among our profession.
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Please send this invitation to others, in all areas of practice,
 or better yet, buy a table (best deal of the year) and invite
 them to join you; tickets are only $40.00 and include dinner
 and an open bar.

Attendees are encouraged to wear purple to the event (The
 Purple Coat Award). Those wearing purple will be entered
 into a drawing for a door prize. Dinner will be held at the
 Park Place Banquet Hall in Dearborn from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30
 p.m. Park Place is located at the corner of Park and Outer
 Drive, just south of Michigan Avenue.

Checks should be made payable to: Tertzag Tribute Dinner,
 LLC and sent to 997 Henrietta, Birmingham, MI 48009.
 Spouses and/or significant others are welcome.

Negligence Lawyer? There's an app for that. The
 proliferation and suitability of Apple's iPad in litigation
 practice.

Our boutique medical negligence firm is one of the many
 that has added the Apple iPad to its lawyers' set of tools.
 The iPad has invaded litigation to become a common sight
 in client interviews, depositions, motion hearings, and trials.
 With the right combination of software and accessories
 (especially a wireless keyboard), many lawyers have found
 the iPad to be a suitable laptop replacement. And for good
 reason. The iPad is light, thin and has an elegant form
 factor. It combines simplicity and ease of use with a brilliant
 display and exceptional battery life.

Read Article Below

Stephen Goethel
 sgoethel@mrglawyers.com
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 cengelhardt@mrglawyers.com

About the authors
Stephen Goethel and Chad D. Engelhardt are partners at
 Goethel Engelhardt, PLLC in Ann Arbor and founding
 members of the Center for Medical Truth and Justice. They
 focus their practice on the prosecution of complex medical
 malpractice, catastrophic injury and wrongful death claims.
 They have a state-wide practice and handle select cases
 around the country. More information can be found at their
 website: www.cmtjustice.com

The Michigan Association for Justice in cooperation with
 The Michigan Defense Trial Counsel offer their membership
 and the public this first time opportunity to purchase: Motor
 Vehicle No-Fault Law in Michigan 2011 Edition
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Responding To The Reservation Of Rights Letter

Hal O. Carroll

The path to coverage seldom runs
 smooth, especially when it's the most
 important. The greater the injury, the
 greater the damages and the greater
 the risk to the insurance company.
 Which means the greater the risk of
 getting the "reservation of rights"
 letter. These are just as annoying as
 those "21-day" letters from the Court
 of Appeals saying you messed up and
 better fix it within three weeks . . .

Read Article Below

Hal Carroll is a founder and the first chair of the Insurance
 and Indemnity Law Section of the State Bar of Michigan. He
 represents insureds and policyholders in insurance
 coverage disputes. He is a chapter author of Michigan
 Insurance Law and Practice, published by ICLE, and has
 lectured and written many articles in the areas of insurance
 coverage and indemnity. His website is
 www.HalOCarrollEsq.com and he can be reached at
 HOC@HalOCarrollEsq.com or (734) 645-1404.

Michigan Lawyers Weekly wants to hear about your
 verdicts & settlements. Please submit recent civil cases
 (within the past six months) where you prevailed—whether
 in a jury verdict or a settlement—so they may publish them.
 Questions about Lawyers Weekly's Verdicts and
 Settlements policy may be directed to the editor at (800)
 678-5297 or editor@mi.lawyersweekly.com

Legislative Update

Negligence Section End of Session Review

Todd Tennis

The Legislature finished the 2011-
2012 session with a flurry of legislation
 as they adjourned on December 14.
 The headlines were filled for a week
 with massive changes to Michigan
 laws relating to labor, taxation,
 concealed weapons and health
 insurance. Here are some highlights
 of issues the Negligence Section was
 involved in over the 2011-2012
 session.

http://www.halocarrollesq.com/
mailto:HOC@HalOCarrollEsq.com
mailto:editor@mi.lawyersweekly.com
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Things that Passed

Medical Malpractice Legislation

In 2011, the only legislation to move dealing with medical
 malpractice was Senate Bill 53, dubbed the "I'm Sorry"
 legislation. Sponsored by Senator Marleau (R-Lake Orion),
 the bill passed with the support of the Negligence Law
 Section. It is now PA 21 of 2011 . . .

 Read Article Below

Handling your First Home Modifications Case

I handled my first home modification case shortly after I
 started practicing. My client was a six-year-old wheelchair
 dependent paraplegic. Before we started planning the
 modifications, I met my client and his family at their home.
 Watching him gingerly wheel around the cramped hallways,
 I was eager to get him the space he needed as soon as
 possible. Naively, I thought I submit a bill for the work, and
 the insurer would cut a check. The process, of course, was
 not that simple. Here are some tips I learned while handling
 this case. As you'll see, the following is not intended to be a
 comprehensive review of home modifications benefits,
 rather, these are just some tips for an attorney handling his
 or her first home mods case . . .

Read Article Below

Alison Faith Tomak is an automobile accident litigation
 attorney. She helps people injured in auto
 accidents who are being treated unfairly by
 large corporations and insurance
 companies in Michigan. She can be
 reached at atomak@michiganautolaw.com
 or (248) 353-7575.

Spring Meeting Info
 Save the Date!

Cabo San Lucas, April 20-24, 2013

The Negligence Law Section is
 offering a package that includes:

Roundtrip air on Delta
 Airlines
5 days and 4 nights at the
 Wonderful Barcel Los Cabos Palace
Hotel tax
Welcome Cocktail Party
Morning Seminar with Breakfast

2013 Sponsors

Beth Cannon Weaver
 Legal Copy Services, Inc.

mailto:atomak@michiganautolaw.com
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FROM THE CHAIR 
 
 
 I hope everyone enjoyed their recent Holidays.  Many of you have set goals for 
your law practices in the upcoming year.  Our Council also has set some goals as well 
and I want to share one with you. 
 
 One of the Council’s functions is to participate in the legislative process when 
issues involving our section are involved.  An issue that the Council has unanimously 
agreed to address this year involves case solicitation by “cappers” or “runners” through 
access to and use of police reports.  An excellent article on this issue was written by 
Carol Lundberg entitled “Ambulance Chasing” In The Digital Age, in the 6/1/12 
edition of Michigan Lawyer’s Weekly.  It can be found by searching “Michigan Lawyer’s 
Weekly Ambulance Chasing”.   
 
 For those of you who are unaware of the problem, it starts with access to police 
reports.  Traditionally police reports have been available through Freedom of 
Information requests.  Now, they can be ordered on a daily basis through TRACView, a 
website which receives police reports from various police agencies and then distributes 
them.  Any individual or organization can obtain these police reports.   
 
 Some law firms use these police reports to identify injury victims who are 
potential clients and send direct mailings to their homes.  These mailings in effect 
directly solicit the business of the injured party.  This practice, although legal, is 
offensive to a vast majority of personal injury lawyers with whom I have discussions on 
the issue. 
 
 An even more egregious practice has become prevalent in Wayne, Oakland, 
Macomb and Genesee Counties (and perhaps others).  This practice involves direct 
personal and telephone solicitation of injury clients/patients by “runners” or “cappers” 
purportedly acting on behalf of what they describe as “victims rights organizations” or 
treatment facilities such as chiropractic offices and pain clinics.  In many instances, the 
runner will appear at the injured person’s home and explain that they potentially have a 
no-fault claim and then offer to drive them directly to the clinic for treatment (and charge 
the no-fault carrier for transportation expenses).  In some instances, when the patient 
arrives at the clinic, the patient is introduced to an attorney who explains their potential 
legal rights and attempts to enter into a client retainer agreement with the patient.  The 
clinic then puts the patient through a wide array of medical tests and treatments at 
exorbitant rates.  An attorney then represents the clinic’s interest in pursuing a claim 
directly against the no-fault carrier if the bills are not paid. 
 
 Clearly, this unseemly practice is terrible for our profession.  It increases the 
public’s already negative impression of attorneys in general, and plaintiff personal injury 
lawyers in particular.  It is wrong and our Council is committed to doing something about 
it this year. 
 



 One effective way to address this problem is to restrict access to and use of 
police reports.  This issue has drawn the attention of the legislature and various forms of 
legislation are being considered.  We intend to work with these legislators to arrive at a 
fair and effective piece of legislation that addresses this substantial problem.  I will keep 
you posted as to our efforts.   
 
 I wish you all the best in 2013.  As always, feel free to contact me if you have any 
questions, ideas, complaints or concerns.  I can be reached at my office at (810) 695-
9600 or I can be emailed at twaun@waunlaw.com. 
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Negligence Lawyer? There's an app for that.  The proliferation and suitability of  
Apple's iPad in litigation practice. 
 
Our boutique medical negligence firm is one of the many that has added the Apple iPad 
to its lawyers' set of tools. The iPad has invaded litigation to become a common sight in 
client interviews, depositions, motion hearings, and trials. With the right combination of 
software and accessories (especially a wireless keyboard), many lawyers have found 
the iPad to be a suitable laptop replacement. And for good reason. The iPad is light, thin 
and has an elegant form factor. It combines simplicity and ease of use with a brilliant 
display and exceptional battery life.  
 
Like many litigators with state and nationwide practices, we spend quite a bit of time on 
the road. From court hearings hundreds of miles away, to expert witness depositions 
thousands of miles away, the iPad has proven itself time and again. In fact, even though 
the attorneys in our firm are issued both PC laptops and Apple MacBook Air computers, 
the iPad is now regularly being used preferentially while traveling. A set of good noise 
canceling headphones, like those from Bose, are an appreciated luxury.  
 
From hospitals to hotels to coffee houses, a wireless internet connection is often 
available but we remain leery of using public connections to work on confidential 
matters. Rather than purchase separate cellular data plans on the iPads, we use the 
personal hotspot connection on our iPhones or a Verizon "mi-fi" to connect to the 
internet in the field. We'll likely reevaluate that when 4G networks become more 
widespread.  
 
Held in the hand, the tablet is an ideal media consumption device. From medical 
records to pleadings to video, reading, watching and listening on the iPad feels 
comfortable and intuitive. Adding a keyboard, such as Apple's bluetooth keyboard or the 
Zaggfolio combination case and keyboard, turns the iPad from primarily a  consumption 
device to one capable of serious production. In fact, this article was drafted, reviewed 
and edited solely on our iPads.  
 
The iPad is currently available in the standard, retina display, and mini models, with and 
without cellular data coverage, and with memory capacity ranging from 16GB to 64GB.   
Most lawyers are familiar with the basic hardware of the iPad, and the iOS operating 
system it shares with the ultra-popular iPhone. So, we will focus this article on the 
software, or apps in Apple parlance, that we have found most useful. Some of these 
apps have "saved the day." Others help increase productivity, and others are simply 
entertaining. Needless to say, all the apps referenced in the article can be purchased 
through Apple's App Store, which now houses over 275,000 different apps.   
 
Document review, annotation and production: No way around it, civil litigation has 
become hugely document intensive; the more complex the case the higher the paper 
mountain with some firms engaging in trial by truckload. The ability to efficiently review, 
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annotate and produce documents is essential to litigators.  Adobe's PDF (Portable 
Document Format) has become the standard in our profession for the scanning and 
transmittal of documents. Court reporters and medical record copy services have 
adopted PDF and its use is required by most court electronic filing systems. The tablet 
form factor makes reading documents in full page mode a breeze. Last year, Adobe 
launched a free reader app for iOS devices that works remarkably well, and upgrades 
since its release have added the capability to annotate, search and cut and paste text. 
Goodreader and iAnnotate are likewise good choices, albeit at a modest charge. 
 
Medical negligence is an intrinsically deposition heavy practice area. The ability to work 
with transcripts is a must. Until recently, we were unable to use the RealLegal ptx format 
used by court reporting firms to read e-transcripts on our iPads. Transcripts needed to 
be scanned or converted to PDF. All that changed a few months ago when West finally 
released its E-Transcript reader. The app works well, allowing word searching, copy and 
pasting into other documents, even highlighting and limited annotation.  
 
For document production, Docstogo from Dataviz has a solid following, but we have 
found the best iPad word processor to be Apple's Pages app. It is a powerful,  near full 
featured word processing program with the capability to save and send documents in 
Word (doc) and PDF formats.  Documents transition smoothly between the iPad version 
of Pages and the version on our MacBooks. We have used Pages to draft all manners 
of correspondence and pleadings. This article is being drafted in Pages. We have found 
that setting up document and pleading templates on the full featured computer version, 
and transferring them for use on the iPad is effective. Because we handle all of our 
cases as a team, we frequently collaborate on documents. This may entail multiple 
revisions, and we use the track changes feature in Word to assist us. The good news is 
that Apple just released the newest version of the Pages iPad app to add this feature. 
 
Corel's WordPerfect used to be the chosen word processor in the legal profession, and 
some diehards still prefer the WPD format. We find that an app called WPD viewer 
works well to open and read those documents and convert them to MS Word.  
 
While we appreciate the simplicity of the touch screen on the iPad, the ability to use 
Apple's excellent bluetooth "magic mouse" with the devices would improve productivity 
in document production. There are methods to hack the operating system, called 
jailbreaking, that allow that but void the warranty in the process; we decline to go down 
that road.  
 
File synchronization and cloud storage: Aside from adding a keyboard and word 
processor, the factor that has transformed the iPad from a fun but limited piece of 
technology to an essential tool in our technology arsenal are file sync and cloud storage 
apps. After research and trial-and-error, we determined that Sugarsync and Dropbox 
best suited our needs. These apps give us the ability to access our client files and 
medico-legal databases in the field, as well as work collaboratively on documents with 
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the rest of our team, all while preserving our file system structure. To accomplish this, 
our electronic files reside on our server, on ruggedized (fireproof, waterproof) back-up 
drives, and also "in the cloud." The files are electronically backed-up and immediately 
accessible from anywhere we can establish an internet connection, and key documents 
are synced to our ipads for use offline. We can also transfer large files from our iOS 
devices to our server from the field, or set up a segregated and password protected 
sharing file to work with trusted sources outside our firm.    
 
Videoconferencing: Videoconferencing is a wonderful tool for remote communication. 
However, the price of using videoconference equipment at court reporters and 
dedicated centers is simply outrageous. We regularly use Skype to videoconference to 
communicate with each other, clients and witnesses from our offices, homes and in the 
field.  With the latest version of IOS, the conferences can be done using the cellular 
connection if wi-fi is not available. Recently, we used Skype to conduct a video 
deposition when the "real" video conference system malfunctioned.  We also use 
Apple's native FaceTime app, more so with our iPhones.  
 
Remote Access: Using apps like Logmein or RDP connection, our attorneys and 
paralegals can connect remotely to their office computers to use the PC based practice 
management program, access documents or other needed information.  
 
Email: Remember what practice was like before email, or when email was a novelty? 
No question, email is now a critical form of communication for lawyers.  Apple's native 
email app provides support for popular web based email services like gmail, and 
supports Microsoft exchange for email, calendaring and contacts. The latest version of 
iOS brought with it the ability to format email with italics, bolding and underlining as well 
as the ability to insert photos.  It also now allows for multiple email signatures for various 
email accounts. Still, there is room for improvement. It still needs a better ability to 
handle attachments from a file system within the email program, rather than launching 
them through individual apps.   
 
Web browsing: The availability of information on the web has been transformative in 
our society and the practice of law is no different. From researching medical conditions 
and procedures on webmd, edmedicine, and uptodate, accessing ICLE's online library, 
to retrieving case law from the Court of Appeals website or google scholar, the 
immediate access to a dizzying amount of data increases the quality and efficiency of 
practice. Rarely now, we find a website that requires Adobe's flash program which is not 
supported in Apple's native iOS version of Safari.  
 
Legal research: The ability to lay our hands on precedent on a moment's notice has 
been a real case saver for us. Lexis and Westlaw have iPad services, a free app called 
Fast Case works decently, and we often use Google Scholar.  
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Dual Screens: We have become spoiled working on dual large computer screens at 
our desks. The ability to read and copy from one document while drafting another 
significantly increases productivity. We use an app called iDisplay to wirelessly connect 
our iPads to our MacBook Airs to create a dual screen set up outside the office when we 
have both devices.  
 
VOIP: An app called Line2 allows you to use your iPad or iPhone to make telephone 
calls over the internet. This has come in very handy in hospitals and other large building 
where cellular coverage is spotty but wifi is available. Skype can be used for this as 
well.  
 
Presentation software:  We use both Powerpoint and Apple's Keynote program to 
create presentations for trial, case evaluations, settlement brochures, and other 
presentations. While we typically create the presentations on our computers and play 
them through our ELMO projector system, the ability to play them back on the iPad is 
nice as well. We have created a number of law school lectures and CLE seminar 
presentations using nothing but our iPads and its version of Keynote. Keynote can 
convert the presentation to Powerpoint PPT format or PDF as well. In a recent trial, we 
ended using the iPad in an slightly unusual way, but to good effect when we could not 
find the right cord in the middle of trial. We used FINR's 3D brain atlas on the iPad, and 
laid it under ELMO's document camera for our experts to use in the testimony to the 
jury. We are investigating the Trialpad app and a wireless presentation system for use 
with the iPad and projector now.  
 
 
Dictation: While the lawyers in our office are adept keyboarders, we also find it efficient 
to dictate some work product for transcription by our staff, such as cover letters, 
deposition summaries, witness interview summaries, theory and analysis memos and 
the like. In the office, we each have an Olympus professional digital dictation system, 
but on the road we use the excellent Dictamus dictation app which allows the iPad and 
iPhone to be used like a recorder. This includes play back and record over features. 
Short dictations (under ~15 minutes) can usually be sent via email from within the 
program, and larger files are transferred using FTP or Dropbox to our server. For 
outsourced dictation and transcription on the fly, Speakwrite offers a nice app and a 
competitively priced service.    
 
Practice management software: Our current practice management program, 
Timematters by Lexis only works on our PCs. To use it on the iPad or Macbook we have 
to remote in to our office desktops. That is one of the many reasons we are phasing out 
this program. We are exploring programs such as Rocketmatters and Clio that function 
well on the iPad.  
 
Camera: We used the iPad camera to photograph and video transactions on occasion, 
and have used the camera in conjunction with an app called Docscanner to photograph 
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and "scan" documents to PDF. This has come in handy when reviewing original medical 
charts at hospitals.  
 
Navigation: In addition to serving as a good GPS substitute while on the road, we have 
found the google maps feature to be a fine tool to use when interviewing witnesses 
where location, such as an intersection, is an issue.  
 
Media: Of course, the iPad was originally designed as a consumer device, and 
predictably it excels in this area. When stuck on an airplane, airport, hotel or other wise, 
the ability to enjoy some downtime to relax can be a lifesaver. From reading books on 
Amazon's Kindle app, to watching movies and television series on Netflix, Amazon 
Prime, iTunes video to listening to music on Pandora or purchased off iTunes, the iPad 
truly shines. One of our favorite ways to decompress for a few minutes, and learn 
something new too, is to watch presentations on the TED app.  
 
Conclusion: We were reluctant to embrace the iPad, but once we did it quickly grew on 
us to become a primary piece of technology away from the office. With the right 
accessories and software, we have found the iPad to be a worthwhile purchase that is 
sure to earn a return on the investment. But be careful, the ability to work effectively 
from beach, the comfort of home, or during an intermission in school play makes the 
difficult act of maintaining a work-life balance that much harder. Be sure to take some 
time to un-wire too.  
 
Resources: Louisiana class action lawyer Jeff Richardson publishes the ABA award 
winning Apple focused website www.iphonejd.com which is full of great product reviews 
and tips for getting the most out of your iOS device. We are also big fans of David 
Pouge's New York Times technology column and blog, http://pogue.blogs.nytimes.com/.  
  
 
About the authors: Stephen Goethel and Chad D. Engelhardt are partners at Goethel 
Engelhardt, PLLC in Ann Arbor and founding members of the Center for Medical Truth 
and Justice. They focus their practice on the prosecution of complex medical 
malpractice, catastrophic injury and wrongful death claims. They have a state-wide 
practice and handle select cases around the country. More information can be found at 
their website: www.cmtjustice.com  
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RESPONDING TO THE RESERVATION OF RIGHTS LETTER 

By Hal O. Carroll 
www.HalOCarrollEsq.com 

 

 The path to coverage seldom runs smooth, especially when it’s the most important.  The 
greater the injury, the greater the damages and the greater the risk to the insurance company.  
Which means the greater the risk of getting the “reservation of rights” letter.  These are just as 
annoying as those “21-day” letters from the Court of Appeals saying you messed up and better 
fix it within three weeks.   

 The reservation letter is far worse though, because insurance companies pay close 
attention when their money is at stake.  Besides the reservation of rights letters affects both 
parties to the liability suit. 

 The quality of these letters varies tremendously.  Some are good, especially if they are 
written by the insurer’s national counsel.  But many, especially those written by claim adjusters, 
are just repetitions of formulaic phrases (“I now direct to attention to clause . . . “) followed by 
long quotations from the policy.  They read as if they hope to convince you by sheer confusion 
and fatigue.  But don’t despair.  These tomes often have shoddy logic.  Claim adjusters are not  

 A good reservation letter will begin with a discussion of the facts as the insurer 
understands them.  It will then say that these facts make the following provisions relevant.  Then 
it will go on to an explanation of how the facts and the policy language work together. 

 So here are some thoughts about responding. 

 Read the policy.  Carefully.  Thoroughly.  Repeatedly if necessary.  Even the lawyers 
who hold themselves out as coverage experts never read a policy just once.  Ideally, you should 
read the policy, especially the exclusions, before you dissect the letter.  If you read the letter first, 
you might be led into buying the insurer’s train of thought, without being aware of it. 

 Manuscript forms.  Look for “manuscript” forms, i.e. written by the insurer rather than 
license from Insurance Services Office (ISO). Many manuscript forms are substandard.  They are 
written by employees of the insurance company.  They are not lawyers, but they consider 
themselves “insurance professionals,” and therefore experts.  But not in the clear use of 
language.  Many manuscript forms are substandard, but some are truly awful.  One clause said: 

“In the event a clause is ambiguous, the parties may use parole [sic] evidence.” 



 Quickly moving past why it begins with “in the event” rather than “if,” we could ask: (1) 
why bother to say this, when the law says that already, and (2) why would we look for testimony 
from a parolee?  For another example, one paragraph used the word “insured” three different 
ways: bold, all caps, initial caps.  Did that difference refer to different classes of insureds?  No 
one at the insurer knew. 

 Not quite as good, but still potential sources of nuggets, are assembled polices, where the 
insurer uses different forms.  Sometimes good thing hide there.  One policy, a claims-made 
policy, had the usual provision that the insured must report the claim “within the year it is 
made.”  But then further back it said “a claim is deemed to be ‘made’ when you report it.”  So 
when the insured was sued in 2002 and reported it in 2005, it turns out that it was reported timely 
after all.  Another claims-made policy had a separate form for “Insured’s Duty to Report.”  It 
used the phrase “as soon as practicable,” which is the kind of language that requires the insurer 
to show prejudice if the claim is late.  

 There is something to be said for reading the policy before you delve deeply into the 
letter.  It’s a form of the general principle that ought to guide all litigation: Never let the 
opposition define the issues.  If you read the policy before the reservation letter you can form 
your own impressions first.   

 When you read the letter, note whether it is written by the insurer or by an attorney.  If 
it’s written by an attorney, the insurer is likely anticipating a fight and wants to stake out a strong 
position up front to seize control.  If it’s written by a claim adjuster, it may just be a brush-off 
letter, hoping the insured will let it drop. 

 In reading a reservation letter, it’s important to sort the wheat from the chaff.   There is 
often a lot of chaff in these letters.  The writers seem to think that quantity is important and if 
they can bulk up the letter with a lot of quotations from the policy, the letter will sound 
authoritative, or maybe stupefy you.  But letters are often weak on analysis.  You need to pick 
out the actual argument that you need to meet.   

 Look closely at their analysis and at their strategy.  Are they really conveying a reasoned 
position, or just brushing you off, making an opening gambit to see if you are serious. 

 Look at the substance of their argument.  If it relies on specific words in an exclusion, 
look at the context in which those words appear in the policy.  Context is more than just the 
phrase that holds the word.  The phrase is in a sentence, which is in a paragraph, and so on.   

 Of course sometimes you need the opposite approach.  If they are using surrounding 
words to change the meaning of a specific word, focus on that.   

 Try to deduce the real-world legitimate purpose for a particular clause.  That helps 
provide the broadest context of all for interpreting a policy. 

 The goal, ultimately, is to write a response that has the look and feel of a mini-brief, to let 
the insurer know that you are ready to go to the mat, and take the fight to them. 

----------------------------- 



Hal Carroll is a co-founder, first Chairperson and current council member of the Insurance and 
Indemnity Law Section, and a frequent contributor to the Negligence Law Quarterly.  He is a 
chapter author of ICLE’s Michigan Insurance Law and Practice, and was designated a Super 
Lawyer® again in 2012.  He specializes in disputes over insurance coverage and indemnity 
obligations, and in general civil appeals.  His email address is HOC@HalOCarrollEsq.com. 

 



	  
Negligence	  Section	  End	  of	  Session	  Review	  
	  
The	  Legislature	  finished	  the	  2011-‐2012	  session	  with	  a	  flurry	  of	  legislation	  as	  they	  adjourned	  on	  
December	  14.	  	  The	  headlines	  were	  filled	  for	  a	  week	  with	  massive	  changes	  to	  Michigan	  laws	  relating	  to	  
labor,	  taxation,	  concealed	  weapons	  and	  health	  insurance.	  	  	  Here	  are	  some	  highlights	  of	  issues	  the	  
Negligence	  Section	  was	  involved	  in	  over	  the	  2011-‐2012	  session.	  
	  
	  
Things	  that	  Passed	  
	  
Medical	  Malpractice	  Legislation	  
	  
In	  2011,	  the	  only	  legislation	  to	  move	  dealing	  with	  medical	  malpractice	  was	  Senate	  Bill	  53,	  dubbed	  the	  
“I’m	  Sorry”	  legislation.	  	  	  Sponsored	  by	  Senator	  Marleau	  (R-‐Lake	  Orion),	  the	  bill	  passed	  with	  the	  support	  
of	  the	  Negligence	  Law	  Section.	  	  It	  is	  now	  PA	  21	  of	  2011.	  	  	  
	  
In	  2012,	  much	  more	  ambitious	  legislation	  aimed	  at	  limiting	  medical	  malpractice	  claims	  was	  pushed	  by	  
the	  Michigan	  State	  Medical	  Society.	  	  The	  long-‐awaited	  “ER	  Immunity	  Bill”	  was	  introduced	  as	  SB	  1110,	  
and	  a	  four	  bill	  package	  (SB	  1115-‐1118)	  accompanied	  it.	  	  While	  SB	  1110	  thankfully	  never	  took	  off,	  SB	  
1116	  quickly	  became	  the	  greatest	  looming	  threat	  to	  the	  medical	  malpractice	  legal	  community.	  	  Known	  
as	  the	  “Physician	  Judgement	  Bill,”	  SB	  1116	  would	  have	  greatly	  enhanced	  the	  impact	  of	  a	  medical	  
professional’s	  judgment	  for	  his	  or	  her	  defense.	  	  	  
	  
After	  a	  great	  deal	  of	  effort	  from	  both	  the	  plaintiff	  and	  defense	  bar,	  the	  bills	  were	  held	  up	  in	  the	  Senate	  
Insurance	  Committee.	  	  Negotiations	  between	  MSMS,	  the	  MAJ,	  the	  bills’	  sponsors	  and	  Committee	  Chair	  
Joe	  Hune	  (R-‐Hamburg),	  led	  to	  SB	  1116	  and	  SB	  1117	  being	  canned,	  and	  SB	  1115	  and	  SB	  1118	  being	  
amended.	  	  SB	  1115	  and	  SB	  1118	  (as	  of	  this	  writing)	  have	  been	  presented	  to	  the	  Governor	  and	  are	  
awaiting	  his	  signature.	  
	  
	  
Sidewalk	  Liability	  
	  
After	  several	  years	  of	  effort,	  the	  Michigan	  Municipal	  League	  was	  successful	  at	  passing	  legislation	  to	  
make	  changes	  to	  how	  liability	  relates	  to	  sidewalk	  defects.	  	  The	  bill	  as	  introduced	  would	  have	  made	  it	  so	  
that	  a	  person	  injured	  by	  a	  sidewalk	  defect	  had	  to	  prove	  that	  there	  was	  a	  “vertical	  discontinuity	  defect	  of	  
2	  inches	  or	  more	  in	  the	  sidewalk.”	  	  The	  bill	  was	  amended	  before	  passage	  to	  include	  language	  allowing	  
for	  liability	  if	  there	  was	  “a	  dangerous	  in	  the	  sidewalk	  itself	  of	  a	  particular	  character	  other	  than	  solely	  a	  
vertical	  discontinuity.”	  	  The	  bill	  was	  signed	  into	  law	  as	  PA	  50	  of	  2012.	  
	  
Recreational	  Immunity	  
	  
HB	  4231,	  sponsored	  by	  Rep.	  Walsh	  (R-‐Livonia),	  originally	  would	  have	  created	  immunity	  for	  negligent	  
behavior	  on	  the	  part	  of	  youth	  recreational	  sponsors.	  	  The	  bill	  was	  amended	  to	  only	  immunize	  injuries	  
stemming	  from	  the	  inherent	  risk	  of	  the	  activity,	  leaving	  sponsors	  who	  were	  negligent	  liable	  for	  any	  
damages	  their	  negligence	  caused.	  	  The	  bill	  was	  signed	  into	  law	  as	  PA	  61	  of	  2011.	  
	  
	  



Child	  Welfare	  Immunity	  
	  
After	  successfully	  stopping	  the	  House	  version	  of	  this	  legislation	  in	  the	  House	  Judiciary	  Committee	  early	  
in	  2012,	  the	  Senate	  version	  of	  the	  bill	  took	  flight	  late	  last	  year.	  	  Introduced	  in	  September,	  SB	  1240	  was	  
rushed	  through	  the	  Senate	  and	  found	  its	  way	  through	  the	  House	  just	  before	  the	  end	  of	  session.	  	  The	  bill	  
grants	  immunity	  to	  private	  children’s	  services	  agencies	  for	  all	  but	  willful	  and	  wanton	  misconduct.	  	  
Despite	  the	  controversial	  nature	  of	  the	  legislation,	  it	  nonetheless	  passed	  on	  a	  mostly	  party-‐line	  vote	  
(Rep.	  Callton	  from	  Nashville	  was	  the	  only	  Republican	  “no”	  vote).	  	  The	  bill	  was	  presented	  to	  the	  Governor	  
and	  is	  currently	  awaiting	  his	  signature.	  	  
	  
	  
Things	  that	  Died	  
	  
No-‐Fault	  Auto	  
	  
Legislation	  to	  make	  major	  changes	  to	  both	  1st	  party	  and	  3rd	  party	  no-‐fault	  law	  failed	  to	  become	  law	  this	  
session.	  	  HB	  4936,	  sponsored	  by	  Rep.	  Lund	  (R-‐Shelby	  Twp.)	  would	  have	  eliminated	  lifetime	  medical	  
benefits,	  established	  fee	  schedules	  for	  medical	  providers	  and	  limited	  home	  care	  payments.	  	  It	  never	  got	  
the	  support	  in	  the	  House	  it	  needed	  for	  passage.	  	  House	  Bill	  5864,	  sponsored	  by	  Rep.	  Lyons	  (R-‐Alto),	  
seeks	  to	  return	  the	  3rd	  party	  threshold	  for	  “serious	  impairment	  of	  body	  function”	  to	  something	  akin	  to	  
the	  Kreiner	  decision.	  	  The	  bill	  was	  introduced	  late	  in	  the	  session	  and	  never	  received	  a	  hearing.	  
	  
We	  expect	  both	  of	  these	  issues	  to	  be	  back	  on	  the	  front	  burner	  next	  year.	  	  	  
	  
Equine	  and	  Farm	  Market	  Immunity	  
	  
Despite	  a	  4th	  quarter	  push,	  the	  equine	  immunity	  bill	  (HB	  4867)	  failed	  to	  receive	  enough	  support	  in	  the	  
Senate	  Judiciary	  Committee	  to	  move	  forward	  (thanks	  to	  Sen.	  Tory	  Rocca).	  	  HB	  4866,	  which	  would	  have	  
immunized	  farm	  markets,	  never	  passed	  the	  House.	  	  We	  expect	  both	  bills	  to	  resurface	  in	  the	  upcoming	  
session.	  
	  



Handling your First Home Modifications Case 

I handled my first home modification case shortly after I started practicing. My client was a six-
year-old wheelchair dependent paraplegic. Before we started planning the modifications, I met 
my client and his family at their home. Watching him gingerly wheel around the cramped 
hallways, I was eager to get him the space he needed as soon as possible. Naively, I thought I 
submit a bill for the work, and the insurer would cut a check. The process, of course, was not that 
simple. Here are some tips I learned while handling this case. As you’ll see, the following is not 
intended to be a comprehensive review of home modifications benefits, rather, these are just 
some tips for an attorney handling his or her first home mods case.  

Hire a Good Occupational Therapist  

A good Occupational Therapist will create a floor plan that not only accommodates your client’s 
physical limitations, but enhances his or her quality of life. I was fortunate to work with Scott 
Robbins, an OT with Robbins & Associates out of Union Lake. After evaluating my client’s 
home, he created an excellent floor plan, which was approved by the no-fault carrier. If your 
client is a child, your OT should create a floor plan that will accommodate your client in the 
future. In my case, Scott’s plan included bedroom and bathroom additions to preserve my 
client’s privacy and autonomy as he matured. It also included a room dedicated to his exercise 
equipment. As attorneys, most of us are not well versed in ADA specs or ramping options. As 
such, it is imperative to hire a knowledgeable OT. 

Make Sure Your Client’s Home is “Up to Code” 

I started to feel out of my element as I was researching “hose bibs” and “Knob and Tube wiring.” 
Most likely, your contractor will pull permits before starting construction. If your client’s home 
is not up to code, he or she could be fined for the code violations, and your contractor will not 
receive a permit. As such, your contractor should inspect the home for any violations as soon as 
possible. In my case, my contractor hired plumbers and electricians to inspect my client’s home 
for potential code violations. (Hence my googling “hose bibs.”) Again, I was fortunate to have 
excellent people working for my client; Tom Holland with United Building Service out of 
Ferndale.1 He explained all of the violations to my client’s parents and I. They were able to make 
all of the necessary repairs to bring their home up to code, and a permit was issued.  

Carefully Review the Contract for Home Modifications  

One of the most time consuming parts of my case was finalizing the contract. We all know that 
insurance companies are primarily concerned with their exposure, and their priorities are no 
different in a home mods case. Here are some just a few common provisions you should be 
prepared to discuss with your client and the insurer.  

                                                
1 I have no financial affiliation with Scott Robbins, Tom Holland or their companies. They simply helped me produce a great 
result for my client.  



• Future Modifications, Maintenance and Repairs: As with any no-fault claim, the insurer 
will want a release of future responsibility. Your contract must address future 
modifications, maintenance and repairs of your client’s home. Consider adding a 
provision that the insurer remains responsible for any modifications or alterations 
necessitated by a change in your client’s condition.  

• Taxes & Utilities: The insurer may try to include a provision that your client remains 
fully responsible for all taxes and utilities. Our case law says otherwise (for now, 
anyway). Include a provision that the insurer remains responsible for all increases in 
utilities and taxes. Your client should be prepared to submit documentation of these 
increases to the insurer.  

• Homeowners Insurance: The insurer will likely require your client to maintain 
homeowners insurance on the property. Your contract should state that the insurer will be 
responsible for an increase in the cost of insurance caused by the home modifications.  

Hire an Excellent Contractor 

As you can imagine, it is extremely important to work with a good contractor. You’ll want a 
contractor that is certified in handicap-accessible building. Tom Holland and his crew worked 
quickly and kept me involved in the construction process. Ask your contractor to periodically 
email you pictures of the construction- it’s exciting to see the progress.  
 

Spend Time with Your Client at Home 

This is a given: you can’t fully understand your client’s need for home modifications by 
reviewing a floor plan. You can’t address every potential snag by signing a detailed contract. 
Spending time with your client at home helps you effectively advocate for him or her. Take the 
time to walk through your client’s home with the OT and contractor. In my case, I learned a lot 
once I was there. The porch we planned on attaching a wheelchair lift to was clearly structurally 
unsound. My client’s father had been carrying him over a patch of muddy grass to the bus stop 
every morning because his temporary ramp did not reach the sidewalk. I wouldn’t have known 
about these issues by sitting at my desk and reviewing a floor plan.  Also, I would have missed 
out on the most rewarding part of this case: my six-year-old client proudly giving me a tour of 
his newly modified home.   
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